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In a world where we realize incredible scientific advances 

every day, why do scientists struggle with the simple things? 

Reserving time and controlling access to instruments, 

collecting, analyzing, and sharing data, should be easy. 

Thermo Fisher Connect Platform, Team edition, is here to 

bring simplicity through a connected lab experience.

Control access to instruments and equipment
In the Connect Team lab, instrument connectivity is made easier, 

enabling scientists to connect their instruments without the need 

for additional IT support:

An enhanced reservation calendar enables users to view 

availability and schedule time on instruments. Managers can 

make and adjust reservations as needed. Reservation Server can 

be installed on instrument PCs to gate access to users based on 

reservations.

Cloud-enabled 
instruments from 
Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Instruments from 
other vendors

Equipment without 
built-in connectivity

Connect Platform-
native instruments 
enable remote 
experiment 
monitoring and 
automated data 
capture.

Thermo Fisher 
Connect Transfer 
software 
automatically 
uploads your data 
into your team’s 
Connect Platform 
storage.

Attach one of our 
connectivity devices 
to compatible 
freezers, refrigerators 
and incubators, for 
monitoring and alerts.

Easy, vendor-agnostic instrument and equipment connectivity
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Secure data access and management
Teams get 1TB of Connect Platform cloud storage, with 

upgrades available. Your team’s accounts and data are 

all owned and managed by your organization, and data is 

scanned for viruses for extra security. Data is retained from 

user accounts that are deactivated, and remains accessible to 

your admins so you never lose control of your organization’s 

data, and avoid loss of Intellectual Property. Federated identity 

& single sign-on provide simplified login for your users and 

immediate access control by your IT organization. The system 

makes it easy to share data with other users, while managing 

access and file permissions for complete data security.

Powerful analysis tools
With Connect Platform, Team edition, scientists can connect 

instruments and equipment to a central platform for data storage 

and scientific analysis, with an array of apps covering a range of 

disciplines to help derive real insights from your data. Primary and 

secondary Thermo Fisher Connect Platform analysis applications 

include tools to support real-time qPCR, next-generation or 

Sanger CE sequencing, mass spectrometry, chromatography, 

and more. Connect Platform apps can combine hundreds of 

experiments into one project, so you can quickly analyze data 

sets. The Connect Platform analytical data viewer works with 

many data types, enabling analysis from one platform—without 

the need for the originating software or instrument.

Connect Platform, Team edition, provides secure, cloud-based 

storage connected to your instruments, and enables access to 

more of your data, from anywhere. Scientific analysis apps and 

peer collaboration tools simplify data analysis and sharing. Asset 

management tools allow you to remotely schedule time on your 

lab’s instruments and monitor runs, while telemetry data and 

remote troubleshooting provide reassurance and optimize uptime. 

The Connect Platform enables you to focus on what matters 

most – the science.


